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Super-size your home
discover our modern plank

Brand new designs
get the trendy look

of concrete and marble
Step inside
a magazine full of inspiration, ideas and

guides!



It’s a revinylution!

C O N T E N T S

Think bigger!

Max out on minimalism with our new tile decors 
of concrete, concrete terrazzo and marble. The 
smooth feeling and raw look makes for an interesting 
backdrop to almost any style.

Size matters when it comes to adding space 
and volume to a room. Our Modern planks are 
wider and longer than ever to create a generous 
and impressive atmosphere in any room.

What looks great, can withstand dirt as well as liquids, 
and lasts (almost) a lifetime? Correct! A waterproof 
vinyl floor from Pergo. As a bonus, it’s also resistant to dirt 
and and easy to keep clean.

Waterproof durability  

decors

2014 Do it yourself?
Installling a new floor is easier 
than you might think. We’ll guide 
you every step of the way!

What 
about 
the rest?

22
No worries. We have all the 
accessories you need to create 
a complete, beautiful floor.
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new trendy

Why vinyl?
Pergo vinyl flooring is not only stylish, 
but also incredibly durable and perfect 

for an active, modern lifestyle.

GREIGE SOFT CONCRETE  V3120-40144

GREY MODERN MINERAL  V2120-40142

« FRONT PAGE  GREY MODERN MINERAL V2120-40142

Pergo sets a new standard in vinyl flooring. At first sight you’ll notice the 
authentic textures and naturalistic designs rich with true-to-life detail. Add to that the easy 

click installation and unique surface protection and you’ll see why Pergo vinyl floors 
make a great choice for many areas inyour home.

Go soft on the
environment (too)!

» Phtalate-free
» TitanV™ protection

» Waterproof 
» Easy to install

impressive 
tile size

for a
grand look

NEW!
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GREY WASHED OAK, PLANK  V3131-40082

Splash ohoy!
Some rooms see more action than others – not to mention more splashes.

All Pergo vinyl floors are 100 % waterproof.

ITALIAN MARBLE  V3120-40136

ITALIAN MARBLE  V3120-40136

G E T A  C O O L
M A R B LE LO O K

FRO M
TH E FLO O R U P !

Why confine flooring 
to the floor? 

Create an impressive effect 
by allowing your new vinyl 
floor to continue onto your 

walls too.

Find out more on

pergo.com

As the
ultimate proof 

of quality,
Pergo vinyl floors

come with 
a guarantee

of up to 
25 years.

impressive 
tile size

for a
grand look

NEW!



Make your room grow 
with our Modern planks. 

The wider, longer size gives the 
room a more inviting and 

spacious feeling.

The impressive 1510 x 210 mm 
plank format is complemented 

by our naturalistic textures to perfectly 
mimic nature. The natural look is achieved 

by adding subtle nuances, 
high contrasts and variations between 

individual planks.

A floor that
   speaks volume

Did you know that 
vinyl is  a good thermal 

conductor?
It is one of the reasons why 
vinyl floors are perfectly 
suited for floor heating!

GREY RIVER OAK, PLANK  V3131-40084 LIGHT VILLAGE OAK, PLANK  V3131-40095

LIGHT WASHED OAK, PLANK  V3131-40079 SAND BEACH OAK, PLANK  V3131-40103

Go see it for yourself! Visit your nearest dealer to experience the full grandeur.
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You’ll be   
  done
   in a click!

Shhh! 
Looking for a floor to 

keep the peace? 
Pergo vinyl floors offer 
a quiet and enjoyable 
walking experience, 
reducing sounds and 
step noise whilst also 
increasing comfort.

Installing a new floor shouldn’t 
be rocket science. That’s why we 
developed the new PerfectFold™ V 
click system. It is unique for our 
range of vinyl floors and features 
vertical as well as horizontal locking. 

 
As a bonus, the click 
system makes installation 
faster and easier. In fact, 
Pergo vinyl floors can be 
installed faster than any 
vinyl floor on the market.
Read more on page 20.

MODERN GREY OAK, PLANK  V3107-40017 

SOFT GREY OAK, P
LANK  V
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Midnight blue
Blue is a naturally soothing colour, 

making it perfect for bedrooms. 
Try mixing it with greens or grays to 

find your very own calming touch.
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Pergo vinyl floors can take a whole lot more than a knock or two. 
If you’re looking for a durable floor to beautify your entrance halls or 
other high-wear areas, look no further. The new TitanV™ top protec-
tive layer efficiently seals the surface, offering improved resistance 
against staining and soiling, and protection against scratches. 

BRING IT ON!

Get set for life!
Pergo vinyl floors 

come with a guarantee 
of up to 25 years.

Thinking about
installing the floor

yourself?
Don’t worry!

Installation is fast and
easy with PerfectFold™ V 

click system.
More on page 20.

GREY SOFT CONCRETE  V3120-40139

GREY SOFT CONCRETE  V3120-40139

Don’t forget 
the finishing touch!
Wallbases – white or 

matched to the colour 
of your floor.

More on page 22.

impressive 
tile size

for a
grand look

NEW!



GREY SCIVARO SLATE  V3120-40034

Dreaming of an open-plan kitchen with large windows and lots of sunlight to brighten 
your day? Then we have just the floor for you. But when it comes to letting in more sun, you 
also need to consider heat. 

Our new vinyl floors are not only waterproof, but also prepared to deal with the extra warmth 
brought on by lots of sunlight. In fact, our expert manufacturing process enables us to guarantee 
stability that exceeds industry standards.

Pergo vinyl flooring 
enables unlimited length 
and width of installation 

 with no need for expansion 
profiles of any kind, 

giving your room a clean 
and modern look.
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Maximum protection
– minimal impact
» 100% phthalate-free

» Very low VOC emissions

» Waste recycling

» Energy efficient production 

Playing it safe!

As a leading producer of flooring 
we are proud to guarantee that our 
floors are free from harmful phthalates.
The reason is simple: we do not add any 
phthalates to our products. And because 
we only recycle material from our own 
production facilities, no phthalates will make 
their way into the production process from 
products made elsewhere.

Did you know?
A vinyl floor is hygienic, easy to clean 

and waterproof in case of an accident.
And as a bonus to parents, 

it also helps to reduce noise!

BEIGE WASHED OAK, PLANK  V3131-40080

NORDIC WHITE PINE, P
LANK  V

31
31
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72

NORDIC WHITE OAK, PLANK  V3107-40020 

The result is
100% phthalate-free

– and worry-free – flooring!



optimum premium
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All decors in 2 quality levels

» Class 33

» TitanV™ scratch, stain and wear resistant layer

» Fast & easy PerfectFold™ V click system
 or glue down installation 

» 5-year guarantee for commercial use

» 25-year guarantee for residential use

» Class 32

» TitanV™ scratch, stain and wear resistant layer

» Fast & easy PerfectFold™ V click system

» Guarantee for commercial use on request

» 20-year guarantee for residential use

Very durable floors for use 
in commercial applications

Durable floors for 
domestic use

1 Superior TitanV™ layer for scratch,
 stain and wear resistance

2 Fine printed vinyl decor layer

3 Highly impact resistant vinyl core

4 Extra stabilizing layer containing glass fiber

5 Highly impact resistant vinyl backing

Ever wondered what
Vinyl planks & tiles is
– and what makes Pergo special?

It’s in the details!

BLACK MODERN MINERAL  V3120-40143

A taste of Pergo!
Want to see our

floors in real life?
Visit a dealer or 

order sampls from
pergo.com.



modern 
plank

tile

tile

classic 
plank

■ V3231-40072
■ V3131-40072
■ V2131-40072

■ V3231-40082
■ V3131-40082
■ V2131-40082

■ V3231-40084
■ V3131-40084
■ V2131-40084

■ V3231-40107
■ V3131-40107
■ V2131-40107

■ V3231-40103
■ V3131-40103
■ V2131-40103

■ V3231-40102
■ V3131-40102
■ V2131-40102

■ V3231-40080
■ V3131-40080
■ V2131-40080

■ V3231-40101
■ V3131-40101
■ V2131-40101

■ V3231-40095
■ V3131-40095
■ V2131-40095

■ V3231-40098
■ V3131-40098
■ V2131-40098

■ V3231-40099
■ V3131-40099
■ V2131-40099

■ V3231-40096
■ V3131-40096
■ V2131-40096

■ V3231-40091
■ V3131-40091
■ V2131-40091

■ V3231-40079
■ V3131-40079
■ V2131-40079

■ V3231-40100
■ V3131-40100
■ V2131-40100

■ V3231-40086
■ V3131-40086
■ V2131-40086

■ V3201-40017
■ V3107-40017
■ V2107-40017

■ V3201-40020
■ V3107-40020
■ V2107-40020

■ V3201-40015
■ V3107-40015
■ V2107-40015

■ V3201-40055
■ V3107-40055
■ V2107-40055

■ V3201-40054
■ V3107-40054
■ V2107-40054

■ V3201-40036
■ V3107-40036
■ V2107-40036

■ V3201-40037
■ V3107-40037
■ V2107-40037

■ V3201-40022
■ V3107-40022
■ V2107-40022

■ V3201-40019
■ V3107-40019
■ V2107-40019

■ V3218-40051
■ V3120-40051
■ V2120-40051

■ V3218-40035
■ V3120-40035
■ V2120-40035

■ V3218-40144
■ V3120-40144
■ V2120-40144

■ V3201-40023
■ V3107-40023
■ V2107-40023

■ V3201-40014
■ V3107-40014
■ V2107-40014

■ V3218-40050
■ V3120-40050
■ V2120-40050

■ V3218-40034
■ V3120-40034
■ V2120-40034

■ V3218-40139
■ V3120-40139
■ V2120-40139

■ V3201-40018
■ V3107-40018
■ V2107-40018

■ V3201-40056
■ V3107-40056
■ V2107-40056

■ V3218-40049
■ V3120-40049
■ V2120-40049

■ V3218-40047
■ V3120-40047
■ V2120-40047

■ V3218-40136
■ V3120-40136
■ V2120-40136

■ V3201-40016
■ V3107-40016
■ V2107-40016

■ V3201-40021
■ V3107-40021
■ V2107-40021

■ V3218-40046
■ V3120-40046
■ V2120-40046

■ V3218-40143
■ V3120-40143
■ V2120-40143

■ V3201-40013
■ V3107-40013
■ V2107-40013

■ V3218-40045
■ V3120-40045
■ V2120-40045

■ V3218-40142
■ V3120-40142
■ V2120-40142

■ optimum   ■ premium18 19

glue 1515 x 217 mm
click 1510 x 210 mm

4-way bevel

glue 1256 x 194 mm
click 1251 x 187 mm

4-way bevel

LIGHT WASHED OAK, PLANK

LIGHT HIGHLAND OAK, PLANK

DARK RIVER OAK, PLANK

GREY WASHED OAK, PLANKNORDIC WHITE PINE, PLANK

LIGHT VILLAGE OAK, PLANK

BRITISH OAK, PLANK

LIGHT DANISH OAK, PLANK

NATURAL VILLAGE OAK, PLANK

GREY RIVER OAK, PLANK

BEIGE WASHED OAK, PLANK

NATURAL HIGHLAND OAK, PLANK

SEASIDE OAK, PLANK

SAND BEACH OAK, PLANK

DARK HIGHLAND OAK, PLANK

MODERN GREY OAK, PLANK  

GREY HERITAGE OAK, PLANK

ECRU MANSION OAK, PLANK     

OXIDIZED METAL CONCRETE

GREY MODERN MINERAL

LIGHT GREY CHALET PINE, PLANK      

MODERN NATURE OAK,  PLANK 

BROWN CHALET PINE, PLANK

LIGHT CONCRETE

LIGHT GREY TRAVERTIN

ITALIAN MARBLESOFT GREY OAK, PLANK

TAUPE MANSION OAK, PLANK

LIGHT NATURE OAK, PLANK

CREAM TRAVERTIN

BLACK MODERN MINERAL

BLACK CITY OAK, PLANK

GREY CHALET PINE, PLANK   

CLASSIC NATURE OAK, PLANK              

NATURE MANSION OAK, PLANK

WARM GREY CONCRETE

GREY SCIVARO SLATE

GREY SOFT CONCRETE

NORDIC WHITE OAK, PLANK  

WARM GREY MANSION OAK, PLANK  

GOLDEN NATURE OAK, PLANK  

MODERN COFFEE OAK, PLANK

DARK GREY CONCRETE

BLACK SCIVARO SLATE

GREIGE SOFT CONCRETE 

NEW

NEWNEWNEWNEW
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glue 1305 x 327 mm
click 1300 x 320 mm

4-way bevel

glue 1305 x 327 mm
click 1300 x 320 mm

4-way bevel

glue or click click
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The PerfectFold™ V click system features vertical as well as horizontal locking. The double locking 
gives the Pergo floor unique stability, and thanks to the new click system, installation is both fast and easy 
– faster than any vinyl floor on the market. Simply choose one of the three installation methods, and snap the 
floor into place!

Thanks to the double locking, there are no height differences or open joints. In fact, Pergo vinyl flooring 
offers unlimited installation in both length and width without expansion profiles of any kind which gives your 
room a clean and modern look. And if you need to, the PerfectFold™ V system means the floor can be easily 
removed and reused. 

Your floor is just a click away

Fast & easy
installation with PerfectFold™ V system

Drop down
The ideal method for quickly installing 
a large area. Click the plank at the long side 
joint, slide it until it meets the end of the 
previously installed plank, and press down.

Angle 
If you prefer, Pergo offers a third option for 
installing your new vinyl floor. Simply angle, 
and click the planks together at the short end.

Insert horizontally
Unlike many other brands, Pergo vinyl floors can also 

be inserted horizontally using our installation tool (don’t use 
a hammer, it may damage the click joint). This is a handy 

option for places where it is difficult or impossible to tilt the 
planks (when installing the last row of planks, 

or under door frames and radiators).

Use the method that works best for you!Thinking about
doing it yourself?

Don’t
worry!

We’ll guide you
through the installation

process.

Watch the step-by-step videos on pergo.com



PGVA2

PGKIT(-), 310 mlPGGLUE290, 290 ml

PGVGLUE6, 6 kg (+/- 20 m²)
PGVGLUE15, 15 kg  (+/- 50 m²)

PGVKNIFEB
NEVKNIFEREFILL

PGVTOOL

PGPRSILV, 1860 x 10 x 47 mm

PGVSTPCLICK, 2000 x 30 x 15 mm PGVSTPGLUE, 2000 x 40 x 26 mm PGVSTPINGLUE, 2500 x 25 x 25 mm

PGVEXPSILV, 2000 x 7 x 24 mm PGVADPSILV, 2000 x 7 x 26 mm PGVENPSILV, 2000 x 7 x 18 mm

PGVUDLSS10PGVUDLBASIC15PGVSKRPAINT, 2400 x 8 x 55 mm

22 23

Ensures perfect glue 
consumption per m2.

For a beautiful finish. 
Available in 8 colours. 
Water based acrylic.

Suitable for all materials and 
substrates. Cures quickly with 
very high final strength. Ideal for 
installing wallbases and mouldings. 
Hybrid polymer. One tube gives 15 
running meters of skirting.

Professional glue, specially 
developed for Pergo vinyl floors. 
Spreads easily, guarantees fast 
adhesion and offers the highest 
strength.

Professional knife, perfect for 
precised and stable cutting. 
Ideal for cutting curves and 
shapes. 10 blades are included.

The Refill includes 40 blades.

Excellent tool for precise cutting 
straight and 90°. Hand protection 
with pullbar and lever function. 
Suited for both left and right 
handed.

Glue trowel

SealantMultiglue

GlueCutter knifeInstallation tool

Radiator caps
PGRCINOX15, stainless steel
Inner diameter: 15 mm 
Outer diameter: 54 mm
2 pc / pack.

PGRCINOX22, stainless steel
Inner diameter: 22 mm 
Outer diameter: 54 mm
2 pc / pack.

The Pergo multifunctional profile 
can level height differences for a 
smooth transition on to any other 
type of floor. Suitable for height 
differences of 0 – 12.3 mm.
Colour: silver. Surface: aluminium.

For installation of Pergo click vinyl 
on stairs and steps. Always glue 
the floor panels for your safety!
Colour: silver.

For installation of Pergo glue vinyl 
on stairs and steps. Colour: silver.

For installation of Pergo glue vinyl 
on stairs and steps. Colour: silver.

Finish off your click floor perfectly.
Available in wear resistant 
aluminium. Colour: silver.

Finish off your click floor perfectly. 
Available in wear resistant 
aluminium. Colour: silver.

Finish off your click floor perfectly.
Available in wear resistant 
aluminium. Colour: silver.

Combi moulding, aluminium

Stair nose, click Stair nose, outer Stair nose, inner

Expansion profile Adapter profile End profile

Wallbase
PGVSKRA(-), 2000 x 9 x 48 mm, for Classic Plank and Tiles
PGVSKRB(-), 2000 x 9 x 55 mm, for Modern Plank
(see matching matrix for correct art no)

New! Waterproof skirting board to hide expansion joints and protect 
walls. Perfect match to the floor in colour, structure and gloss.
Colour: colour matched. Surface: extremely wear resistant vinyl top 
layer, waterproof. Core: MDF. Patent pending.

9 mm

48 mm

9 mm

55 mm

8 mm

55 mm
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m
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Find more technical info on pergo.com

15 mm

30 mm

8 mm

25 mm

25 mm

40 mm

26 mm

26 mm

7 
m

m

installation

underlaywallbases & profiles

For areas that are subject to 
excessive direct heat or extreme 
temperature variations. Perfectly 
suitable for floor heating and 
cooling. (E. g. conservatories, 
glass houses or summer cabins.) 
10 m² / roll. Thickness: 1.5 mm.

Easy to install basic underlay 
specially developed for Pergo 
vinyl floors. Good sound absorbent 
and prevents irregularities. 
Perfectly suitable for floor 
heating and cooling. 15 m2 / roll. 
Thickness: 1 mm.

Waterproof, paintable skirting board to hide expansion joints and 
protect walls. Colour: white & paintable. Surface: wear resistant 
PVC foil with water-resistant finish. Core: MDF.

Sunsafe UnderlayUnderlay basicWallbase, paintable

Make a great floor greater!
Choosing the right underlay will not only increase 

walking comfort, but also add functionality 
to your floor.



premiumoptimum optimum   9 x 48 9 x 55 310 ml 
  PGVSKRA(-) PGVSKRB(-) PGKIT(-)

Vinyl floor cleaning
PGVCLEANING1000, 1000 ml

Protects the TitanV™ top protective layer. 
Ideal for removing dirt, grease spots and 
heel marks, as well as for daily cleaning. 

Cleaning kit
PGCLEANINGKIT

High quality mop set with extra long
ergonomic handle and a mop cloth holder.

Repair wax
PGREPAIR

Repair the colour of damaged planks quickly 
and easily with wax in colours covering the 
Pergo wood palette. Contains 1 melting knife, 
1 comb, 7 wax blocks. For more information 
on how to mix colours please visit pergo.com.

  Wallbase Wallbase Sealant 
 

Art. nr / Decor GLUE CLICK CLICK

 V3201-40013 V3107-40013 V2107-40013

 V3201-40014 V3107-40014 V2107-40014

 V3201-40015 V3107-40015 V2107-40015

 V3201-40016 V3107-40016 V2107-40016

 V3201-40017 V3107-40017 V2107-40017

 V3201-40018 V3107-40018 V2107-40018

 V3201-40019 V3107-40019 V2107-40019

 V3201-40020 V3107-40020 V2107-40020

 V3201-40021 V3107-40021 V2107-40021

 V3201-40022 V3107-40022 V2107-40022

 V3201-40023 V3107-40023 V2107-40023

 V3201-40036 V3107-40036 V2107-40036

 V3201-40037 V3107-40037 V2107-40037

 V3201-40054 V3107-40054 V2107-40054

 V3201-40055 V3107-40055 V2107-40055

 V3201-40056 V3107-40056 V2107-40056

 V3218-40034 V3120-40034 V2120-40034

 V3218-40035 V3120-40035 V2120-40035

 V3218-40045 V3120-40045 V2120-40045

 V3218-40046 V3120-40046 V2120-40046

 V3218-40047 V3120-40047 V2120-40047

 V3218-40049 V3120-40049 V2120-40049

 V3218-40050 V3120-40050 V2120-40050

 V3218-40051 V3120-40051 V2120-40051

 V3218-40136 V3120-40136 V2120-40136

 V3218-40139 V3120-40139 V2120-40139

 V3218-40142 V3120-40142 V2120-40142

 V3218-40143 V3120-40143 V2120-40143

 V3218-40144 V3120-40144 V2120-40144

 V3231-40072 V3131-40072 V2131-40072

 V3231-40079 V3131-40079 V2131-40079

 V3231-40080 V3131-40080 V2131-40080

 V3231-40082 V3131-40082 V2131-40082

 V3231-40084 V3131-40084 V2131-40084

 V3231-40086 V3131-40086 V2131-40086

 V3231-40091 V3131-40091 V2131-40091

 V3231-40095 V3131-40095 V2131-40095

 V3231-40096 V3131-40096 V2131-40096

 V3231-40098 V3131-40098 V2131-40098

 V3231-40099 V3131-40099 V2131-40099

 V3231-40100 V3131-40100 V2131-40100

 V3231-40101 V3131-40101 V2131-40101

 V3231-40102 V3131-40102 V2131-40102

 V3231-40103 V3131-40103 V2131-40103

 V3231-40107 V3131-40107 V2131-40107

Ecru mansion oak, plank    

Nature mansion oak, plank

Warm grey mansion oak, plank  

Taupe mansion oak, plank

Modern grey oak, plank  

Modern nature oak,  plank 

Modern coffee oak, plank

Nordic white oak, plank  

Light nature oak, plank

Golden nature oak, plank  

Classic nature oak, plank        

Soft grey oak, plank

Grey heritage oak, plank

Light grey chalet pine, plank    

Grey chalet pine, plank   

Brown chalet pine, plank

Grey Scivaro slate

Black Scivaro slate

Oxidized metal concrete

Cream travertin

Light grey travertin

Light concrete

Warm grey concrete

Dark grey concrete

Italian Marble

Grey Soft Concrete

Grey Modern Mineral

Black Modern Mineral

Greige Soft Concrete 

Nordic white pine, plank

Light washed oak, plank

Beige washed oak, plank

Grey washed oak, plank

Grey river oak, plank

Dark river oak, plank

Black city oak, plank

Light village oak, plank

Natural village oak, plank

British oak, plank

Light Danish oak, plank

Light highland oak, plank

Natural highland oak, plank

Dark highland oak, plank

Sand beach oak, plank

Seaside oak, plank

 40013  3

 40014  4

 40015  4

 40016  8

 40017  3

 40018  3

 40019  8

 40020  1

 40021  3

 40022  4

 40023  5

 40036  2

 40037  2

 40054  2

 40055  2

 40056  4

 40034  2

 40035  2

 40045  8

 40046  4

 40047  2

 40049  1

 40050  2

 40051  2

 40136  1

 40139  2

 40142  2

 40143  NA

 40144  2

  40072 1

  40079 1

  40080 1

  40082 2

  40084 2

  40086 2

  40091 8

  40095 3

  40096 4

  40098 6

  40099 1

  40100 3

  40101 4

  40102 4

  40103 2

  40107 1

9 mm

48 mm

9 mm

55 mm

General maintenance
Vinyl floors are easy to live with, but as with most things, it needs 
regular cleaning to stay beautiful. The innovative surface layer 
with TitanV™ makes a specific treatment after installation 
unnecessary, and your floor can easily be cleaned with a broom, 
vacuum cleaner, or a damp mop. We recommend that you always 
use a non-aggressive maintenance product, like Pergo vinyl cleaner 
that maintains the original look of your floor. Do not leave a puddle 
of water on the floor.

Periodic cleaning and maintenance
Clean the floor routinely by sweeping, vacuum cleaning or damp 
wiping. Always remove immediately grit, sharp objects, staining 
agents, moisture or aggressive substances from the floor. 
PLEASE NOTE: Never use aggressive cleaning agents, soap 
or abrasive cleaners or cleaners containing oil or waxes.

Stain removal
Pergo vinyl floors are very resitant against staining and soiling. 
However it’s always recommendable to remove stains as fast as 
possible. The longer spilled materials are left on the floor, the 
greater the risk of permanently staining. Persistent stains may 
be removed using Pergo vinyl cleaner. 

Industrial cleaning
In order to increase resistance and enhance cleaning properties 
of the flooring for commercial application, an appropriate sealer 
can be applied according to the instructions of the manufacturer 
of this product.

You’ll be done in a second!
The surface treatment makes your vinyl floor durable

as well as easy to keep clean. 

matching matrix

maintenance

NATURAL VILLAGE OAK, PLANK  V3131-40096

SEASIDE OAK, PLANK  V3131-40107
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Emissionsgeprüfter Bodenbelag 
nach DIBt-Grundsätzen

Z-156.603-1573

UNILIN BVBA,
Division Flooring

LVT Flooring
EN 16511 

Emissionsgeprüfter Bodenbelag 
nach DIBt-Grundsätzen

Z-156.603-1573

UNILIN BVBA,
Division Flooring

LVT Flooring
EN 649 
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EASY INSTALLATION The PerfectFold™ V system makes 
installation quick and easy. Just fold the planks into place 
using one of the three methods, and you’ll be done in no time.

FIRE RESISTANCE Pergo vinyl floors have a natural 
high resistance to fire. They are designed to meet all 
European requirements for installation in escape routes 
and assembly halls.

WATER RESISTANCE Our Moisture Resistance System 
combines the waterproof floor with a strong and tight 
click joint. This gives Pergo vinyl floors some of the best 
moisture-resistance properties on the market.

HYGIENIC A Pergo vinyl floor improves hygiene and 
makes it easier to maintain a clean home. The sealed 
surface prevents bacteria, and helps reduce the amount 
of cleaning chemicals you need.

EASY MAINTENANCE The Pergo TitanV™ protective 
layer is resistant to dirt and offers you low maintenance 
and effortless cleaning. The solid design of the click 
joints also keeps dirt from penetrating the joint.

WEAR PROTECTION The surface of Pergo vinyl offers 
a multi-layer  protective floor finish. The protective TitanV™ 
layer provides scratch, stain and wear resistance and easy 
maintenance.

SOUND REDUCTION The soft vinyl floor reduces 
step noise and provides a quiet and comfortable walking 
experience.

IMPACT RESISTANCE Pergo’s vinyl surface is multi-layer 
build-up. In combination with the dense core material it gives 
the floor a very high impact resistance and a low residual 
indentation, protecting your floor from potential damage.

CASTOR CHAIR The multi-layer build-up of Pergo vinyl 
in combination with the properties of the core are designed 
to withstand damage from castor chairs.

Product images may differ from actual product. The availability of products, or the products themselves, may change at any time without notice. Contents©2018 by                    bvba – division flooring.
All Rights Reserved. The contents of this brochure may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior written permission from the publisher.

GLUE

V3231-xxxxx modern plank, 4V 1515 217 2.5 11 3.616 15.697 48 173.58

V3201-xxxxx classic plank, 4V 1256 194 2.5 15 3.655 16.900 52 190.06

V3218-xxxxx tile, 4V 1305 327 2.5 9 3.841 19.200 52 199.71

CLICK

V3131-xxxxx modern plank, 4V 1510 210 4.5 7 2.220 17.200 48 106.55

V3107-xxxxx classic plank, 4V 1251 187 4.5 9 2.105 16.800 52 109.48

V3120-xxxxx tile, 4V 1300 320 4.5 5 2.080 16.667 52 108.16

CLICK

V2131-xxxxx modern plank, 4V 1510 210 4.5 7 2.220 17.200 48 106.55

V2107-xxxxx classic plank, 4V 1251 187 4.5 9 2.105 16.800 52 109.48

V2120-xxxxx tile, 4V 1300 320 4.5 5 2.080 16.667 52 108.16

 length, mm width, mm thickness, mm panels/pack m²/pack kg/pack pack/pallet m²/pallet

 length, mm width, mm thickness, mm panels/pack m²/pack kg/pack pack/pallet m²/pallet

Features GLUE CLICK CLICK

Protective top layer against scratch, stain and wear  TitanV™ TitanV™ TitanV™

Installation method   Glue PerfectFold™ V PerfectFold™ V

Water resistant  • • •

Thickness   2.5 mm 4.5 mm 4.5 mm

Guarantee against water, wear and delamination (residential use)    25 years   25 years   20 years 

Guarantee against water, wear and delamination (commercial use)   5 years 5 years on request 
 (up to 15 yrs on request) (up to 15 yrs on request) (up to 10 yrs)

Technical Test method/standard
Class of use   EN 649 / EN 16511 (33 – 32) 33 33 32

Resistance to furniture leg   EN 424  No damage No damage No damage

Resistance to castor chair   ISO 4918  No damage 25000 cyc No damage 25000 cyc No damage 25000 cyc

Fire classification   EN 13501-1  Bfl-S1 Bfl-S1 Bfl-S1

Impact sound reduction (without underlay)   ISO 712-2  2 dB 4 dB 4 dB

Impact sound reduction (with Pergo Basic underlay)   ISO 712-2   19 dB 19 dB

Impact sound reduction (with Pergo Sunsafe underlay)   15 dB 15 dB

Thermal resistance (without underlay)   EN 12667  0.015 m² K/W 0.020 m² K/W 0.020 m² K/W

Thermal resistance (with Pergo Basic underlay)   EN 12667   0.040 m² K/W 0.040 m² K/W

Thermal resistance (with Pergo Sunsafe underlay)   0.030 m2 K/W  0.030 m2 K/W

Formaldehyde emission   EN 14041  E1 E1 E1

Slip resistance   EN 13893  Class DS Class DS Class DS

Slip resistance   DIN 51130 R10 R10 R10

Dimensional stability  ISO 23999   <0.05% <0.05%

Wear resistance   ISO 24388-A  >4400 cycles >4400 cycles >2400 cycles

technical guide

LIGHT GREY TRAVERTIN  V3120-40047

100% 
waterproof
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                         bvba, division flooring, Ooigemstraat 3, 8710 Wielsbeke, Belgium, Europe

PEFC-Certified

PEFC/07-31-75

The paper used, is from
sustainably managed
forests, recycled and
controlled sources.

www.pefc.org

pergo.com

Our floors look even
better in real life!

Visit our website and order samples
of your favourite designs.


